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Abstract— A high fraction of artifact-free signals is highly
desirable in functional neuroimaging and brain-computer in-
terfacing (BCI). We present the high-variance electrode artifact
removal (HEAR) algorithm to remove transient electrode pop
and drift (PD) artifacts from electroencephalographic (EEG)
signals. Transient PD artifacts reflect impedance variations at
the electrode scalp interface that are caused by ion concentra-
tion changes. HEAR and its online version (oHEAR) are open-
source and publicly available. Both outperformed state of the
art offline and online transient, high-variance artifact correction
algorithms for simulated EEG signals. (o)HEAR attenuated PD
artifacts by approx. 25 dB, and at the same time maintained a
high SNR during PD artifact-free periods. For real-world EEG
data, (o)HEAR reduced the fraction of outlier trials by half
and maintained the waveform of a movement related cortical
potential during a center-out reaching task. In the case of
BCI training, using oHEAR can improve the reliability of the
feedback a user receives through reducing a potential negative
impact of PD artifacts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a widespread non-
invasive functional neuroimaging technique to study elec-
trophysiological activity in the brains of humans [1]. EEG
signals are recorded by sampling the voltage between elec-
trodes and a reference electrode at the scalp. During this
process, not only brain signals, but also other physiological
and non-physiological signals are captured. Other physiolog-
ical signals such as electromyographic (EMG), electroocu-
lographic (EOG) and electrocardiographic (ECG) signals as
well as non-physiological signals such as power-line noise
or impedance variations at the electrode scalp interface are
typically undesired and classified as artifacts. The impedance
variations at the electrode scalp interface manifest as pops
and drifts (PD) in the recorded EEG signals. In EEG-based
brain-computer interfacing (BCI), transient, high-variance
PD artifacts can temporarily deteriorate the control signal
and, thereby, impede closed-loop control. It is, therefore,
desirable to remove or at least detect PD artifacts.
Key to reduce impedance variations is to properly attach
the electrodes to the scalp [2]. To date, the best long-term
stability is achieved with sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes and
a salty (Cl−) electrolyte [3]. In this case, the impedance
typically stabilizes after approximately 20 to 30 minutes.
Nonetheless, transient PD artifacts can arise due to fluctua-
tions of Cl− concentration in the electrolyte. The change
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in Cl− concentration can be caused by sweating, drying
electrolyte, or by liquefaction of a crust of dried electrolyte
that covers the electrode.
The variance of transient PD artifacts is typically much
higher than the variance of ongoing brain activity. Electrode
pops can be described with a step and a subsequent exponen-
tial decay. As such, they have a broad-band spectrum with
highest spectral power in the lower frequencies. Transient
electrode drifts can be described with band-limited, low-
frequency – typically ≤ 0.25Hz [4] – noise. As a conse-
quence, BCIs decoding slow processes such as movement
related cortical potentials (MRCP) [5] are most prone to PD
artifacts.
In recent years, many automatic artifact cleaning methods
have been introduced [6]. Some are particularly suitable
to remove transient, high-variance artifacts. Offline, it is
common practice to detect transient artifacts within trials by
visual inspection. Alternatively, outlier trials can be detected
automatically using thresholding or high-order statistics [7].
In case of PD artifacts, contaminated trials are rejected or
the signals of the affected electrodes interpolated [8].
Kothe and Jung introduced the artifact subspace recon-
struction (ASR) algorithm [9]. ASR is a variance-based
method and has been shown to improve the quality of
independent component analysis decompositions [10]. ASR
applies principal component analysis (PCA) in a sliding-
windowed approach. The variance of each principal com-
ponent (PC) is compared to a threshold which is derived
from calibration data. Since the orientation of the PCs can
change in each new data window, the thresholds are projected
to the new PCs. A PC is removed, if its variance is larger
than the variance during the calibration data multiplied by
a cutoff parameter k. The corrected EEG is computed by
back-projecting all clean PCs to the original electrode space.
Another suitable algorithm is robust PCA (RPCA). RPCA
was originally designed to partition surveillance videos into
transient and stationary segments [11]. A video represented
as an Nfeatures×Nsamples matrix X would be decomposed
into the sum of a sparse matrix S and a low-rank matrix L. S
and L can be estimated by solving the optimization problem
min ||L||∗ + λ0√
Nsamples
||S||1 s.t. X = L+ S (1)
with λ0 being a regularization parameter that trades-off
between the nuclear norm of L and the L1 norm of S. In
the context of BCIs, RPCA has been used to reduce session-
to-session [12] and trial-to-trial [13] variability, and recently
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also transient, high-variance artifacts [14]. RPCA is only
applicable offline, since it decomposes the entire data at once
into corrected EEG signals L and transient artifacts S.
The reported results seem to support the application of
ASR and RPCA to remove transient, high-variance artifacts.
However, literature lacks a thorough investigation of their
performance - specifically with regard to PD artifacts. In
this paper, we evaluated the performance of ASR and RPCA
on one simulated and one real-world EEG dataset. We
compared the results of ASR and RPCA with the high-
variance electrode artifact removal (HEAR) algorithm which
is introduced in the next section. Unlike ASR and RPCA,
HEAR was specifically designed to remove PD artifacts.
We hypothesized that all algorithms could improve the SNR
during PD artifacts, and that HEAR would be superior to
ASR and RPCA since it utilizes the structure of PD artifacts.
II. METHODS
A. High-variance Electrode Artifact Removal (HEAR)
The algorithm is based on two assumptions which are
typically met by PD artifacts. First, the variance of each
electrode signal can be used to detect periods of PDs.
Second, PDs typically appear at single or few electrodes.
For a sufficient spatial resolution, the neighboring electrode
signals can be temporarily used to estimate the signal of the
contaminated electrode.
The detection of PD artifacts based on the electrode vari-
ance requires a reference variance µ2 (i)s for each electrode i.
The Nelectrodes × 1 vector µ2s is computed as the average
variance during calibration (e.g., resting) data with no or
few PD artifacts. The HEAR algorithm uses an exponential
smoothing filter to estimate the instantaneous variances s2[n]
at time n as
s2[n] = λs2[n− 1] + (1− λ)x2[n] (2)
with the smoothing factor λ defined as
λ = (1− p) 1test·fs (3)
so that the time window test receives p percent of the
weights at the sampling rate fs. In this paper, we used
p = 0.9.
Once the reference variances are computed, the HEAR
algorithm can be applied to correct new samples x[n].
The correction process is implemented in three steps. First,
equation (2) is applied to update the estimate of the electrode
variances s2[n]. Second, the probability that s(i)[n] was
caused by an artifact part(s(i)[n]) = p(art ≤ s(i)[n]) is
derived from a normal distribution
part(s
(i)[n]) ∼ N (φ · µ(i)s , ξ2 · µ2 (i)s ) (4)
with φ and ξ being hyper-parameters to scale the mean and
variance. The probabilities for all electrodes are combined to
a single diagonal matrix P [n]
P [n] = diag(part(s
(1)[n]), ..., part(s
(Nchannels)[n])) (5)
Third, the corrected signal xc[n] is computed via linear
interpolation. P [n] is applied to weigh the amount of linear
interpolation so that
xc[n] = P [n]Dx[n] + (I − P [n])x[n] (6)
with D containing the relative distances. The relative dis-
tances are the inverse Euclidean norm between the 3D
position of the target electrode and its k = 4 nearest
neighbors. They are normalized so that the rows of D sum
to 1.
In case of an offline analysis, the filter in (2) can be
applied bidirectionally during the calibration and correction
procedures. In this paper, we refer to the bidirectionally
filtered version as HEAR and the causally filtered ver-
sion as online HEAR (oHEAR). A reference implementa-
tion of (o)HEAR is publicly available at https://bci.
tugraz.at/research/software/#c218405
HEAR and oHEAR depend on three hyper-parameters
Θ = {ttest, φ, ξ}. All parameters are intuitive to interpret.
The variance estimation duration test trades-off between
smoothness of the estimate and responsiveness to fast events
such as pops. The scaling factors of the artifact distribution
{φ, ξ} define how often the reference variance has to be
exceeded so that the artifact probability is 50% (φ), and how
quickly the distribution increases (ξ). Hence, φ and ξ control
the sensitivity of the algorithm.
In this paper, we varied the sensitivity of all correction
algorithms by evaluating different hyper-parameter configu-
rations. ASR was evaluated for the cut-off parameter k =
{20, 40, 80} according to the recommendations in [15],
and the default window size (0.5 s). Based on [13, 14],
RPCA was evaluated for the regularization parameter λ0 =
{1.0, 1.5, 2.0}. We controlled the sensitivity of (o)HEAR by
setting φ = {2, 3, 4}. Using real data of pilot studies, we
set test = 0.25 , ξ = 1.
We validated the performance of (o)HEAR, RPCA and
ASR by applying them to one dataset of simulated EEG and
one real-world EEG dataset.
B. Simulated EEG dataset
We generated a simulated dataset specifically for this study
with the simulated event-related EEG activity (SEREEGA)
toolbox [16] and Matlab 2015b (Mathworks Inc., USA).
In detail, we simulated EEG signals at 64 electrodes as
linear mixtures of sources on the cortical surface of the
ICBM-NY head model template [17] and the EEG electrodes
themselves. The 64 electrodes were placed according to the
extended 10/20 system. The simulated sources comprised
oscillatory brain activity, an MRCP, and noise sources at the
electrodes. The noise sources were modeled as stationary
white measurement noise and transient PD artifacts.
We simulated 15 participants. For each participant, we
used the same head model template, while the source loca-
tions and signals were independent and identically distributed
(iid). If not explicitly stated, a uniform distribution within a
given range was used. For each participant, we simulated two
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experimental tasks. During the first task (rest) the oscillatory
brain and stationary electrode noise sources were active. We
simulated 12 trials, each lasting 15 s. During the second task
(reach) all sources were active. We simulated 60 trials, each
lasting 15 s.
We modeled the oscillatory brain activity with 40 pink
and 40 brown noise sources with amplitudes of 37.5µV
and 75µV respectively. The locations of the 80 sources
were picked randomly from 74382 available locations on the
template head model.
The location of the MRCP source was picked randomly
in a 10 mm radius around the coordinate [−25, 0, 80] mm,
which corresponded to the medial end of the pre-central
gyrus of the left hemisphere. The waveform of the MRCP
was modeled with radial basis function kernels so that the
waveform started with a slow negative deflection 7 s after the
start of each trial, intensified abruptly after 700 ms, peaked
with an amplitude of -120 µV after additional 300 ms and
subsequently faded within 200 ms. To introduce variability
across trials, we randomly varied the location (≤10 mm ra-
dius), latency (≤ ±200 ms) and peak amplitude (≤ ±20µV ).
The stationary electrode noise was modeled as white noise
at each electrode with a participant and electrode specific
amplitude within 0.5 to 1.5 µV .
We modeled pops as single electrode sources. The pop
waveform was modeled as a step with an amplitude of 100
± 10 µV and a subsequent exponential decay with a time-
constant of 0.25 ± 0.08 s−1. To allow multiple pops per trial,
we used 10 electrode pop sources that were iid. For each trial
every pop source could get active with a 2 % probability at
any electrode and time point within the interval [5, 10] s.
Electrode drifts were modeled as transient pink noise that
was limited to the [0.1, 0.3] Hz band. The band-limted pink
noise was weighted by a Tukey window so that the transient
drifts were limited to the interval [3, 12] s. Similar to the
pops, we used 10 iid drift sources. For each trial every drift
source would get active with a 2 % probability at one of the
64 electrodes.
We added the contribution of each source to the electrodes
and stored the result in an EEGLAB dataset [18]. For the
reach task, we also saved the clean EEG signals Xclean. I.e.,
the EEG signals without contributions from the noise sources
(electrode noise, pops and drifts). The simulated dataset and
the code to generate it are publicly available [19].
We evaluated the algorithms during the interval [5, 10] s
by computing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) defined as
SNR(M) =
||Xclean ◦M ||2
||Xclean ◦M −Xcorrected ◦M ||2 (7)
with Xclean and Xcorrected being
Nelectrodes × Nsamples × Ntrials arrays of clean
and corrected EEG signals. We computed the SNR for PD
artifact contaminated or non-artifact contaminated data by
applying a Nelectrodes × Nsamples × Ntrials mask M .
In case of PD artifact contaminated data, M indicated
whether an array element was contaminated by a PD artifact.
Applying M on X extracted a vector of all PD artifact
contaminated elements. Complementary to the SNR, we
estimated the MRCP by averaging the clean and corrected
EEG signals over trials.
C. Real-world EEG dataset
In addition to the simulation, we evaluated the algorithms
on one real-world dataset. The dataset consists of EEG
recordings of 15 participants, while they performed visuo-
motor and oculomotor tasks. The experimental conditions,
tasks and equipment is described in detail in [14]. Here, we
analyzed the EEG signals during a center-out reaching task.
The participants were asked to make a center-out movement
with a cursor after a target moved to a specific direction.
They operated the cursor by moving their right hand on a
2D surface. In each trial, the target started to move at 2.5 s
and stopped at one of four possible positions at 3.0 s. The
grand-average cursor movement onset was at 3.2 s.
As in [14], we pre-processed the EEG by resampling
the signals of 64 EEG electrodes at 200 Hz, applying a
high-pass filter (0.25 Hz cut-off frequency, Butterworth filter,
eighth order, zero-phase), a band-stop filter (49 and 51 Hz
cut-off frequencies, Butterworth filter, fourth order, zero-
phase), spherically interpolating bad channels, correcting eye
artifacts and re-referencing to the common average reference
(CAR).
The parameters of HEAR and ASR were calibrated to
resting data, that were recorded at the beginning of the
experiment according to the paradigm outlined in [20]. To
ensure clean calibration data, we applied automatic trial
rejection criteria. In detail, resting trials were rejected, if the
EEG signal of any electrode exceeded a threshold (±200µV )
or had a abnormal probability/variance/kurtosis (≥ (6/4/6)
standard-deviations beyond the mean).
We used two criteria to evaluate the correction al-
gorithms. First, as for the simulated data, we com-
puted the MRCP through averaging the trials during the
center-out reaching task. Second, we applied the above
defined automatic outlier trial detection criteria (thresh-
old/probability/variance/kurtosis) to the uncorrected and cor-
rected EEG signals. Assuming that the correction algorithms
improve the SNR, fewer trials should be marked as outliers
for the corrected EEG signals.
III. RESULTS
We present grand-average results which are summarized
by the mean across participants. Variability over participants
is summarized by the standard-error of the mean, if not
specified otherwise.
In the case of the simulated dataset, we had access to all
sources. This allowed us to compute the SNR according to
(7). Figure 1 depicts the SNR during PD artifact and PD
artifact-free periods before and after the correction algo-
rithms were applied. The SNR of the uncorrected signals
was -19±0.2 dB and 26.3±0.1 dB during PD artifact and
PD artifact-free periods, respectively. Both SNR metrics are
informative. If an algorithm overcorrects the signals, the SNR
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during artifact-free periods is low. If an algorithm under-
corrects the PD artifacts, the SNR during artifact periods
is low. The ideal correction algorithm would maximize the
SNR during both periods.
Regarding PD artifact periods, all algorithms increased
the SNR compared to the uncorrected EEG. The increase
depended strongly on the sensitivity parameters of the al-
gorithms. A higher sensitivity lead to higher SNR during
artifact periods at the cost of lower SNR during non-
artifact periods. For example, ASR (blue color) corrected
the PD artifacts almost as good as RPCA (yellow color), but
removed more activity during PD artifact-free periods for
comparable sensitivities. The best trade-off between over-
and under-correction was achieved by (o)HEAR with φ = 3,
RPCA with λ0 = 1.5 and ASR with k = 40.
Fig. 1. SNR during PD artifact and PD artifact-free periods for the
simulated EEG dataset. Each marker represents the mean across the 15
participants, while the shaded area summarizes the scatter over participants
(matrix square root of the covariance matrix). The color indicates the
algorithm and the marker the value of the sensitivity parameter (k for ASR,
λ0 for RPCA, and φ for (o)HEAR). For example, a blue circle identifies
the result for ASR with k = 20.
We were not only interested in the impact of the correction
algorithms on continuous EEG signals, but also on the
simulated MRCP. The grand-average MRCP is displayed
in Figure 2. The topographic plots at the peak negativity
demonstrate that all algorithms preserved the MRCP wave-
form. Compared to the MRCP of the clean data (blue
contour), RPCA attenuated the peak most (violet contour),
with a reduction in peak amplitude of approximately 1µV .
The other algorithms attenuated the peak only negligibly
(≤ 0.2µV ).
Figure 3 displays the grand-average MRCP for the real
EEG dataset. All algorithms preserved a clear MRCP wave-
form. We only observed negligible differences (≤ 0.2µV )
compared to the uncorrected EEG. The algorithm specific
averages were computed after outlier trials were auto-
matically detected and discarded according to the thresh-
old/probability/variance/kurtosis criteria. The fraction of tri-
als that were marked as outliers is displayed in Figure 4. In
the case of uncorrected EEG, a median of 18.7 % of the trials
were marked as outliers. The result did not significantly differ
for ASR, while for HEAR, oHEAR and RPCA significantly
fewer trials were marked as outliers. The fraction of outlier
Fig. 2. Grand-average MRCP at electrode C1 for the simulated EEG
dataset. The topographic distribution of the potential at the peak negativity
is summarized in the top row. The outline color indicates the algorithm.
A 100 ms triangular window (zero-phase) was used to smooth the signals
before they were plotted. The inset shows a closer view of the differences
at peak negativity.
trials did not significantly differ between HEAR (10.1 %) and
oHEAR (9.9 %). Compared to HEAR and oHEAR, RPCA
could sightly, yet significantly reduce the fraction to 9.0 %.
IV. DISCUSSION
PD artifacts can significantly reduce the number of avail-
able trials in an offline analysis, and deteriorate closed-loop
BCI control. We proposed HEAR - a simple, yet efficient
algorithm to correct transient PD artifacts. The presented
simulation results show that HEAR and oHEAR improved
the SNR during PD artifacts by approximately 25 dB, and at
the same time maintained a high SNR during PD artifact-free
periods. State of the art offline (RPCA) and online (ASR)
correction algorithms were clearly inferior to (o)HEAR.
Compared to uncorrected data, the application of (o)HEAR
to real-world EEG signals resulted in a significantly reduced
fraction of outlier trials, while slow potentials such as
MRCPs could be preserved.
Regarding RPCA, the simulated and real EEG dataset
results were not entirely consistent. While RPCA attenuated
the simulated MRCP peak considerably stronger than the
other algorithms, the difference to the other algorithms
was only negligible for the real EEG dataset. The SNR
performance of RPCA (Figure 1) was clearly lower compared
to HEAR for the simulated data. However, RPCA marginally
(1.1 %) but significantly reduced the fraction of outlier trials
(Figure 4) compared to HEAR for the real EEG dataset.
Taken together, it is difficult to generalize the influence of
RPCA on the desired brain activity across datasets.
In case of ASR, the SNR (Figure 1) could be only im-
proved at the cost of lower SNR druing PD artifact-free
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a 100 ms triangular window (zero-phase) to smooth the signals before they
were plotted. The inset shows a closer view of the differences at peak
negativity.
Fig. 4. Boxplots summarizing the fraction of trials marked as outliers
across the participants of the real EEG dataset. Trials were automati-
cally marked as outliers according to threshold/probability/variance/kurtosis
criteria. Two-sided, paired Wilcoxon sign-rank tests were used to detect
significant differences between the algorithms. We controlled the false
discovery rate at significance level α = 0.05 for 10 tests (pcrit = 0.0203)
[21].
periods. Also, the fraction of outlier trials (Figure 4) could
not be significantly reduced by ASR. Since ASR is based
on PCA on short time-windows (0.5 s), and PCA is sensitive
to drifts, we think that a longer time-window could have
improved the correction quality. However, we decided to
use the default window size because ASR introduces a
processing delay of 0.5 times the window size to achieve
the best online correction quality. For the considered window
size, ASR introduces a delay of 250 ms. In case of neuro-
modulation studies, adding more delay in the detection of
transient events such as the onset of movement can be critical
[22]. (o)HEAR uses an exponential smoothing filter which
belongs to the class of infinite impulse response filters. As
such, the processing delay is frequency specific. For oHEAR
with test = 0.25 s it is ≤ 105 ms and declines with rising
frequencies.
The correction quality of (o)HEAR depends on the spatial
resolution of the electrodes. The higher the spatial resolution
(i.e., number of electrodes), the better is the interpolation
quality. The presented results demonstrate that 64 equally
spaced electrodes were sufficient to outperformed state of
the art methods. The interpolation quality could be further
improved by using spherical splines instead of Euclidean
distances [8, 23].
Online, not only the correction quality, but also the com-
putational complexity matters. For a given electrode configu-
ration, the interpolation matrix D can be pre-computed for k
nearest neighbors (kNN). Then, the matrix multiplications in
(6) simplify to k element-wise multiplications, which can be
computed in O(k · Nchannels). This is considerably faster
compared to ASR whose run-time is mainly constrained
by PCA which can be computed in O(max{Nsamples ·
N2channels, N
3
channels}).
We designed (o)HEAR to remove PD artifacts, which are
typically active at single electrodes. Other types of transient,
high-variance artifacts such as EMG and sweat artifacts
typically do not meet this assumption. In that case, the cor-
rection quality of (o)HEAR is certainly going to deteriorate.
Still, one can compute the probability that a transient, high-
variance artifact cannot be corrected by (o)HEAR. If D is
applied on P [n], the result is a vector of probabilities that
indicate how likely each kNN estimate is contaminated by
an artifact. If a threshold is applied, EMG and sweat artifacts
can be detected.
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CODE & DATA AVAILABILITY
We encourage a widespread use of (o)HEAR and,
therefore, provide an open-source reference implementation
of (o)HEAR (https://bci.tugraz.at/research/
software/#c218405). To support future improvements
and ease comparability of algorithms, we also provide the
dataset of simulated EEG signals and the code to generate it
[19].
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